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Europe’s Emerging “Bad Banks”: Opportunities 
for Investors 
BY CONOR DOWNEY, ALBERTO DEL DIN, HERGEN HAAS AND DAVID LACAZE 

Across Europe governments are establishing so-called “bad banks” to assist their banking sectors 
to overcome their current difficulties. A number of these schemes plan to build on technology 
developed in the US by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) and the Resolution 
Trust Corporation. 

In this Stay Current, lawyers from the Paul Hastings European Finance, Real Estate and 
Restructuring practices explore the challenges and opportunities that arise for investors and other 
interested parties in the operation of “bad banks” in Europe. A companion Stay Current1 considers 
the issues that arise in the creation of these structures. 

“Bad Banks” Defined 

Although the details vary from scheme to scheme, “bad banks” tend to have the following common 
features: 

• the establishment of one or more vehicles (a “Bad Bank”) to acquire Distressed Assets from 
banks wishing to avail of the scheme (“Participating Banks”); 

• a process in which Participating Banks are required to identify and publicly disclose their 
distressed or defaulted loan assets and other investments (the “Distressed Assets”); 

• the sale of the Distressed Assets by the Participating Banks to a Bad Bank at a price (the 
“Transfer Price”) which represents a discount to par or face value but which will be somewhat 
greater then their Real Value; 

• a transparent post-transfer procedure to establish the actual open market value (“Real Value”) 
of the Distressed Assets via independent experts; 

• government assistance (“State Support”) to the Bad Bank to raise funds to pay the Transfer 
Price taking a wide variety of forms including equity injections, loan facilities, guarantees, state 
insurance and asset swaps, often government bonds for Distressed Assets; 

• payment of compensation to the relevant government by the Participating Banks for the 
provision of State Support (typically in the form of an annual fee based on the difference 
between the Transfer Price and the Real Value of the Distressed Assets transferred to the Bad 
Bank by such Participating Banks); 

• a loss sharing arrangement between the Bad Bank and the Participating Banks (which may 
include their shareholders) in respect of losses ultimately realised on the Distressed Assets 
normally requiring the Participating Bank to take at least some level of “first loss”; 
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• asset management (including restructuring and enforcement) of the Distressed Assets by the 
Bad Bank, the Participating Banks and/or third party asset managers; and 

• innovative disposal strategies for the Distressed Assets by the Bad Bank including 
arrangements such as joint ventures with private investors. 

Strategies for Bad Banks 

The natural tendency for Bad Bank schemes is for the Bad Banks themselves to negotiate 
repayment, restructuring or settlement of Distressed Assets with the related obligors. However, 
where significant volumes of Distressed Assets are involved, constraints on staffing and resources 
usually oblige Bad Banks to also engage in disposal programmes for Distressed Assets. Depending 
on the nature of the Distressed Assets held by a particular Bad Bank and its ultimate objectives, 
such disposals can be arranged in a number of ways as described below. 

The Standard Bad Bank Disposal Process 

The US FDIC was formed in 1933 at the height of the Great Depression and has acted as a 
receiver or conservator for failed banks for more than 75 years. The FDIC began an organised 
programme for selling loans from failed banks as early as 1975 with its Asset Marketing 
Programme (“AMP”). Similarly, following its establishment in 1989, the Resolution Trust 
Corporation (“RTC”) commenced a loan sales programme known as the Bulk Sales Programme 
(“BSP”). 

Both the AMP and the BSP adopted a similar model for disposals of Distressed Assets: 

• Distressed Assets were divided into pools based on geographic location, asset quality, asset 
type and/or asset size; 

• information packs were prepared containing the procedures, terms and conditions of the sale, 
including such things as the availability of information on the Distressed Assets for review by 
bidders and the requirements that each bidder had to meet to bid on and purchase the 
Distressed Assets; 

• minimum reserve prices were established for each pool or package of Distressed Assets based, 
in the case of the US, on projected cash flows; 

• potential bidders were identified and required to establish their credentials (see below); and 

• the pre-selected pools of Distressed Assets were sold through auctions or sealed bid processes 
to the bidder offering the highest price (the “Purchaser”). 

This approach has the benefits of simplicity and certainty of return for the Bad Bank in question 
but, particularly in adverse market conditions, may not produce the maximum possible proceeds 
for such Bad Bank. 

The Profit Sharing Disposal Process 

In situations (such as today’s financial climate) where a lower sales price might have to be 
accepted for Distressed Assets due to the uncertainty in the market, resulting inability to 
accurately value assets and reluctance of prospective Purchasers to pay anything more than a 
“fire-sale” price, a more sophisticated approach to disposal of Distressed Assets by Bad Banks may 
be required. 
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Just such a mechanism was developed in the US by the RTC with its equity partnership programme 
and has recently been revived by the FDIC with its private placement structure. 

These structures (“Profit Sharing Structures”) offer Bad Banks the potential of increasing their 
recovery levels on Distressed Assets through effecting the disposal in consideration of the initial 
sales price received from the Purchaser and retaining a significant interest (through an equity 
stake in the vehicle used to effect the disposal) in the ongoing revenue stream from the pool of 
Distressed Assets arising after the date of disposal. It would seem that many European Bad Banks 
will follow this model. Ireland’s National Asset Management Agency (“NAMA”) has already signaled 
an intention to do so. 

The mechanism by which this a Profit Sharing Structure is effected is by giving the Bad Bank a 
preferential claim to a certain amount of payments deriving from the pool of Distressed Assets in 
question. Once a pre-determined amount of such cashflows has been received by the Bad Bank, its 
claim reduces. By way of illustration, with the FDIC scheme in most cases, the FDIC has initially 
required a 60 per cent. interest in recoveries which reduces to 40 per cent. once an agreed level of 
payments from the pool of Distressed Assets has been received. 

The Profit Sharing Structure as operated in the US functions similarly to the typical disposal 
process described above but once a successful Purchaser has been identified through an auction or 
sealed bid process: 

• a special purpose vehicle (a “SPV”) is formed to effect the disposal (in the US this has taken 
the form of a Limited Liability Company (or LLC), in Europe the closest common law equivalent 
would be a statutory or contractual partnership structure)2; 

• the pre-selected pool of Distressed Assets are transferred to the SPV in return for the purchase 
price and a preferential profit sharing arrangement (as described above);  

• the ownership interest in the SPV (which will represent the remaining interest in the cashflows 
generated by the relevant Distressed Assets after payment of the preferential claim of the Bad 
Bank) is transferred to the Purchaser; and 

• a profit sharing arrangement (either through an equity stake in the SPV or through contract) is 
created between the Purchaser and the Bad Bank in respect of realisations on the pool (see 
below). 

The complexity in creating and operating these Profit Sharing Structures is such that they are most 
suitable and efficient when used in relation to large portfolios of Distressed Assets. A number of 
variations of the Profit Sharing structure can be devised to deal with the circumstances of 
particular pools of Distressed Assets including accepting lower sales prices in return for higher 
profit shares in connection with disposals of development land (as seen with the RTC’s Land Fund 
transactions) and tender processes for “blind pools” of unidentified Distressed Assets which may 
be suitable in relation to very low quality Distressed Assets. 

Specific Aspects of Distressed Asset Disposal by Bad Banks 

As can be seen, the disposal processes for Distressed Assets by Bad Banks can be complex and 
give rise to some significant issues. 
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1. Managing the Process 

As described above, operating and managing a disposal process can be a significant undertaking 
involving pool selection, organisation of due diligence materials, bidder selection and verification, 
bid evaluation and completion of the disposal mechanics. 

The experience in the US has been that once the volume of Distressed Loans involved becomes 
significant, it is most efficient to outsource much of the work involved in this to specialist financial 
advisers. 

2. Identifying Suitable Investors and Establishing their Credentials 

The operators of Bad Banks wishing to dispose of Distressed Assets will want to ensure that 
Purchasers are reputable and suitably skilled in dealing with such Distressed Assets. 

In the US, the approach has been to require potential bidders to complete and return certification 
statements and forms through which each bidder details its qualifications and acknowledges that it 
has no conflicts of interest in purchasing the Distressed Assets in question. In particular, bidders 
are required to deliver: 

• certification of eligibility – a document that establishes that the potential bidder is eligible to 
purchase assets from the FDIC; and 

• a bidder qualification request – a document that establishes that the potential bidder is an 
“accredited investor” under the applicable securities laws and has (i) the knowledge and 
experience in financial and business matters so as to be capable of evaluating the merits and 
risks of purchasing its interest in the Distressed Assets through the SPV and (ii) the resources 
to purchase such interest. 

The FDIC process also requires that each bid submitted must be final, non-contingent, and 
submitted on an “all or nothing basis,” meaning that no bid will be accepted for fewer than all of 
the Distressed Assets to be transferred or in any sale structure other than that proposed by the 
FDIC. 

Finally in the US, the successful Purchaser will also be required to provide the FDIC with a 
guarantee from a financially robust source in order to guarantee the obligations of the Purchaser 
and any SPV through which the transaction is effected. 

3. Investors Due Diligence 

Most disposal processes will be conducted on the basis of potential Purchasers conducting 
extensive due diligence into the offered Distressed Assets. Clearly, the information available for 
each pool of Distressed Assets will vary depending on the nature of the same. Additionally, 
experience has shown that in some cases, full suites of documents and complete servicing files 
may not be available for all Distressed Assets, particularly where such Distressed Assets were 
never destined for sale or syndication to third parties. 

Disposals by the FDIC (and many private intra-bank transactions) provide electronically scanned 
copies of all due diligence materials, including loan documents, credit files and servicing records, 
for review by bidders and their representatives on the sale website which is protected by 
passwords made available only to bidders meeting all of the pre-qualification requirements 
mentioned above.  
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In order to protect the confidentiality of customer information, each agent or representative of a 
bidder is required to execute a standard form confidentiality agreement and provide appropriate 
identification prior to commencing any due diligence review. Note that such procedures are 
particularly important in European jurisdictions with banking secrecy laws and due to the operation 
of European Data Protection Law (which may, in some cases, restrict the transmission of some due 
diligence materials to persons not holding particular licences). 

4. Asset Management, Cash Management and Reporting 

A variety of factors combine to require any Bad Bank arranging disposals of Distressed Assets to 
ensure that they are at all times properly serviced by a reputable asset manager or servicer 
(“Servicer”) retained by the Purchaser or its SPV but approved by the selling Bad Bank as part of 
the bid process. These factors include protecting borrowers, minimising reputational risk for 
originating Participating Bank and (where a Profit Sharing Structure forms part of the disposal) 
protecting the value of the Bad Bank’s continued interest in the relevant Disposed Assets. 

Typically, the Purchaser of Distressed Assets will wish to appoint its own nominee to act as 
Servicer of the Distressed Assets rather than continuing to rely on the Bad Bank or related 
Participating Bank to perform this function. As such, the selling Bad Bank will want to have at least 
some controls on the selection and activities of such Servicers. 

The complexity of disposal strategies involving Profit Sharing Structures may also necessitate the 
involvement of specialised parties to undertake cash management and reporting. Profit Sharing 
Structures similar to the schemes operated in the US by the FDIC will typically require quarterly 
allocations of cashflows (net of permitted expenses) from the related Distressed Assets between 
the FDIC and the Purchaser based on the pre-agreed sharing agreement and detailed reporting 
both at the level of individual Distressed Assets and on a portfolio-wide basis is also required on 
for each quarter. 

5. Cost Allocation 

The process of working-out Distressed Asset is clearly capable of involving significant costs. Profit 
Sharing Structures under which Bad Banks retain interests in Distressed Assets following their sale 
to third party Purchasers will require arrangements to manage and control these costs so as to 
protect the interests of the relevant Bad Bank. 

Again, the FDIC experience can provide a model for this. The FDIC permits Purchasers to deduct a 
relatively modest management fee from cashflows at a senior level. In addition, specifically agreed 
out-of-pocket expenses such as enforcement costs, sales expenses, property maintenance costs 
and other amounts required to preserve property value can also be deducted. All other servicing 
and asset management costs are the sole responsibility of the Purchaser. 

6. Future Funding 

In instances where the Distressed Assets sold to a Purchaser pursuant to a Profit Sharing Structure 
involve commitments to advance further funds on performing loans (such as construction loans), 
the FDIC model requires the FDIC and the Purchaser to contribute the necessary amounts to fund 
such obligations in proportion to their initial interests in the disposed Distressed Assets, with the 
funds to be maintained in an interest bearing account (“Advance Account”) and accessed by the 
SPV to fund these commitments in accordance with their terms. The arrangements with respect to 
the Advance Account will typically terminate twelve months after the date upon which the 
Purchaser acquires its interest in the SPV, with any remaining funds to be distributed pro-rata to 
the FDIC and Purchaser in accordance with their respective cash contributions to the Advance 
Account. 
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7. Termination of the Arrangement 

Ultimate recovery of all amounts due on Distressed Assets can take many years, particularly with 
assets backed by large portfolios of properties or assets with multiple lenders with differing rights. 
Clearly, with any portfolio, a point will arrive at which the expense of managing a diminishing pool 
of Distressed Assets will exceed the likely returns from the same.  

To address this, in the US on Profit Sharing Structures, the FDIC retains a right to require the 
liquidation and sale of any Disposed Assets remaining in the SPV, and liquidate the FDIC’s interest 
in the same, upon the earlier of (i) the seventh anniversary of the date upon which the Purchaser 
acquires its interest in the SPV, or (ii) the date upon which the aggregate unpaid principal balance 
of the Distressed Assets is reduced to 10 per cent. of the balance of the same as of a set date 
(which has previously fallen at some prior point during the due diligence period but before bids are 
due). 

Conclusion 

Attracting private equity to Distressed Assets in Bad Bank schemes highlights opportunities for 
significant upside, as well as spreading and diluting risks to investors. More importantly, the 
involvement of private capital will expedite the valuation Distressed Assets currently sitting on the 
books of most banks. 

As governments continue to search for ways to restore lending and credit markets and restart the 
global economy, it seems clear that involving private investors in the banking sector and the pre-
credit crunch legacy assets through schemes such as those described in this Stay Current will be 
one of the key weapons in their armories in this process3. 

  

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact 
any of the following Paul Hastings lawyers: 

Frankfurt 

Hergen Haas 
49-69-907485-111 
hergenhaas@paulhastings.com 

London 

Conor Downey 
44-20-3023-5165 
conordowney@paulhastings.com   

Paris  

David Lacaze 
33-1-42-99-04-57 
davidlacaze@paulhastings.com  

Milan  

Alberto Del Din 
39-02-30414-204 
albertodeldin@paulhastings.com  

 

 
1 Issues and Challenges in Establishing “Bad Banks” in Europe – www.paulhastings.com. 

2 A series of issues will arise when Distressed Assets are transferred to SPVs. Further information on these issues can 
be found in Issues and Challenges in Establishing “Bad Banks” in Europe – www.paulhastings.com. 

3 The authors would like to thank Todd W. Beauchamp, Chris Daniel and Nicole C. Ibbotson each of Paul Hastings, 
Atlanta, Daniel J. Perlman of Paul Hastings, Chicago and Kevin L. Petrasic of Paul Hastings, Washington D.C. for 
their help in preparing this Stay Current and their insights into the operation of the US FDIC and RTC schemes. 
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